


barely higher than (and in some cases lower than) the WACC of operators. The challenging economic 
situation of the sector is in part linked to the high degree of regulation and the market fragmentation 
in Europe. The EU has more than 100 MNOs compared to 3 nationwide MNOs in the US. This results 
in an average number of customers which is 23 times higher in the US than in the EU (110mio. vs 4.7 
mio). 
 
Retail prices for telecommunications services have been on a downward trend for a long time, 
despite the increasingly higher value connectivity brings to consumers. These low prices are good for 
end users, but they are short-sighted as they limit the sector’s ability to grow at a time in which 
capital intensity is rising and compound the already existing investment challenge. This difficult 
market situation is further compounded by the requirement to maintain legacy infrastructure and 
high costs of operations.  
 
Technological developments/challenges impacting the connectivity sector 
 
We see three technological developments that will have the greatest influence on the sector: 
so�wariza�on, disaggrega�on and intelligent automa�on.  
 
The sector is in the midst of the transi�on from proprietary, closed, hardware-based ‘black-box’ 
systems to highly programmable, disaggregated and cloud-na�ve networks running on standard 
hardware and so�ware solu�ons. Becoming more so�ware-based and data-driven, networks will also 
require a higher level of automa�on to manage the complexity that comes with such environment. 
 
These technological advances provide an opportunity for tradi�onal ECN providers to transform into 
providers of innova�ve connec�vity pla�orms that can drive digitaliza�on across all sectors of the 
economy. Managing this transi�on, however, will require investments in transforma�on on top of 
the already large network deployment investments and the exis�ng difficulty to mone�ze those. 
 
We believe that disaggrega�on of hardware and so�ware will atract new players and new 
investment in different layers of the telecommunica�ons stack (e.g., hyperscalers, IT players, neutral 
host providers, InfraCos/TowerCos). By entering parts of the “value chain”, they will challenge the 
tradi�onal ECN model and put further pressure on the ability of telcos to invest and build networks 
of the future. We believe these new entrants are likely to cherry-pick the atrac�ve and profitable 
segments, while tradi�onal ECN providers will con�nue to be obliged to serve the general demand, 
including the na�onal security requirements.  
 
The transforma�on in the telecommunica�on sector also poses a skills challenge. ECN providers 
require skills and capabili�es in the areas of so�ware, cloudifica�on, automa�on, and disaggrega�on, 
where they are increasingly compe�ng for talent with other players in the digital ecosystem as well 
as in other sectors of the economy. This poses par�cular challenges in small markets, where talent 
pool is limited, and requires scale and global hiring models to address. 
 
Investment trends in the connectivity sector 
 
Just as it has been in the past 10 years, the provision of connectivity to serve the growing societal 
demands will continue to be financed mostly through private investments, which will primarily come 
from the traditional ECN providers. However, traditional ECN providers face a growing investment 
challenge, even in regions where network deployment has so far been relatively successful, such as in 
the Nordics and Baltics. 
 
Operators face significant investment needs to meet connectivity targets and improve quality for 
consumers, however they are unable to monetize these investments.  



 
The investment challenge stems from several factors, including unfettered and unmonetizable traffic 
growth, highly competitive nature of markets, lack of scalability, and highly regulated nature of the 
sector and fragmentation in regulatory implementation across Europe. 
 
Given these factors, we expect the investment trends to con�nue: while investment needs will 
con�nue to grow, the ability of the sector to invest – i.e. what it can afford to invest – will not 
fundamentally change from today‘s levels. It is difficult to forecast investment levels 10 years out, as 
capacity of any individual company to invest will depend on a variety of factors – business 
performance, macroeconomic trends like infla�on, expecta�ons of its investors as well as regulatory 
demands.  
 
Policy solutions 
 
The exis�ng model in telecommunica�ons means that ECN providers are highly regulated, face 
intense compe��on, and experience return on capital employed below the cost of capital, while the 
value primarily flows to players that generate significant traffic without paying for the network 
resources they use. The current system carries the risk that the large investments demands required 
to provide the necessary coverage and capacity and to maintain quality, driven among others by 
regulatory demands, will not happen or end-user prices will need to increase substan�ally to fund 
the investments. 
 
Direct contribu�on to the development of networks from a limited number of content providers that 
generate the largest share of data traffic would help close some of the exis�ng investment gap by 
enabling financially sustainable network investments, crea�ng incen�ves on large content providers 
to efficiently generate and route traffic into ECN networks and having an overall posi�ve effect on 
consumer welfare. We therefore believe it is one solu�on of many that merits considera�on. 
 
In our view, addressing the investment challenge in the telecommunica�ons sector also requires a 
careful considera�on of the en�rety of regulatory framework for the sector, which has profound 
impact on how companies operate and the level of costs they face. A wholesale review of regulatory 
framework for the sector, including the EU approach to in-country consolida�on, removal of ex-ante 
regula�on and reducing fragmenta�on in regulatory implementa�on is necessary. 
 
While there will be a need for public sector financing in hard-to-reach areas where commercial 
investment is non-viable, we do not believe that an EU fund would address the investment challenge 
in the sector. Furthermore, an EU level fund would make it difficult to allocate resources efficiently 
according to each market‘s needs. It also risks channeling funding to regions with limited network 
deployment to date. Finally, an EU fund may require a new extensive legal framework and related 
costly bureaucracy which, combined with governance risks, may cause delay in delivering 
investments.  
 
 
 


